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Hand lenses are becoming more popular as adapters make it easier to use any lens you like. But surprisingly, they also have the added benefit of making you a much stealthier photographer. Mark Wallace gives us a tutorial on how to customize a hand lens and throws in some practical tips on when and where a hand
lens might be best used: All lenses used to be hand-crafted before digital photography came along; It was the norm to manually set the aperture and manually focus your shot. Many cameras coming out now have the ability to take adapters that allow you to put on any lens you like, although this means you will lose the
ability to automatically focus or set the aperture through the camera itself. Similarly, hand lenses are becoming increasingly popular as they have some additional benefits. Set the aperture first, set the aperture value. On a hand lens, you can rotate the dial for the aperture and choose whether you want to have a shallow
depth of field or a photo with a great focus. Only the front model is in focus, because the depth of sharpness is shallow. The front model is only in focus, because the depth of sharpness is shallow. With the setting of the f/16 aperture, almost everything is in focus, so you can clearly see both models. Use the Depth of the
Field Guide Wallace shows us that after selecting the aperture you can also set the focal length and then see the depth of the range of sharpness. If you know you want to shoot an object that is 8 feet from f/8, set the focal distance, and a set of numbers on the lower ring will show you that the object will be the focus
between 3.5 feet and beyond infinity. Street photography Funny application of this tool is that you can advance the lens before going out and have a pretty good idea of what will be in the spotlight without even looking through the viewfinder. If you were to install a lens like this above, you would know that anything about
8 feet would be the focus. You can walk around with the lens in advance set and snap away, holding the camera at the height of your hips, and no one will even know that you are taking their photo. Sometimes this can lead to a more frank shot. Whether this method is for you or not, mastering the use of a hand lens will
help you better understand your camera and can come in handy if you're ever using a lens adapter that limits the use of anything automatic. Introduction // The first hand-held focus/hand-held aperture lens I've been reading for a while on this very informative forum, and appreciate the many in-depth discussions regarding
equipment and output (photos) as well as a good sense of humor by many members. I started taking pictures as a child with an ancient hand-held all fixed camera lenses. I can't remember the brand, but there were some additions to help determine the intensity of light, etc. I enjoyed playing with it, and captured some
sweet memories, although at the time, the cost of the film was high in relation to my pocket money. After breaking in my mine I spent years with 150-200 euro compacts, mostly canons. In 2015 I switched to the Panasonic LX7, a very sweet little camera that I still enjoy today. However, I have encountered some
limitations on LX7, and also got a serious itch to buy new toys (I think on this forum it will be diagnosed as GAZ) After some attempts in the photo store, and some additional research on the rest of the candidates, I ended up with a discounted X-T1 (with 18-135 lens kit and vertical battery clutch included as well) It was a
little above my intended budget, but a lot of external control, weather body and online research made me decide to favor Fuji. And I have no regrets, I absolutely love the system! I know opinions on 18-135 are divided. I tend to like it for its versatility. And it was very helpful to determine my favorite focal lengths. I seem to
have a sweet spot for an area of about 20 and 30 mm. After that, I quickly purchased 23/1.4, the main goal for this lens is to work indoors. This is amazing, for example, for portraits at the dinner table. Also added a sweet 27/2.8 for its compactness, mainly when I go for a bike ride and don't want much of 18-135. But of
course, life is too short to spend with only 3 lenses coming up on my wish list is a true manual aperture/manual focus lens. I can't get a feel for a manual focus mode on XF lenses, and some nostalgia involved (and itching, of course) the first lenses that really grab my attention Samyang/Rokinon 12/2 and Jun'i 35/0.95.
12mm would add a nice wide lens to my set. The 0.95 seems very challenging to learn to focus properly as I can open the aperture wider and wider, still trying to get my intended shot, and the 35mm is still a versatile focal length. On the other hand, I'm also open to the idea of adapted lenses, vintage glass, etc., but a
little overwhelmed by all the different options What is your personal choice as the first hand-focused/hand-aperture lens for X-camera, and why? Not necessarily your renewal for me, just curious about your personal choices. Answer to the flow answer with the quote Complain Re: Introduction // The first manual
focus/manual aperture lens I have a 1950s vintage Russian Jupiter 8 that I really wanted to use. It's just fun. It's not particularly sharp, though rather sharp. It has a very interesting old kind of movie. It makes the colors flat and with a low contrast. I rather like the way he's having. The manual attention on my XT1 is great.
Answer response with quote Response to the Stream Complain Re: Introduction // First manual focus /manual aperture lens Jupiter 8 on XT1 Answer with quote Answer to the stream Complain Re: introduction // The first manual focus / manual diaphragm lens Samyang 12 is a very simple manual lens use on the X
Series body with peak focus. In fact you almost don't need a focus rush..... Set it to f/8 and almost infinity, and you have a sharp, wide angle, dot n shoot. Cheap can Helios 44 58mm f/2 with adapter. Made by millions in the last century they are quite sharp and produce and interesting swirling array bokeh. I bought one
that was actually a new sitting in stock for thirty years? for my a6000 and I'm waiting for the Fuji adapter to try it on my X-T2 Vermont3133 in the transfer list:Vermont3133 in the Olympus E-M5 II Fujifilm X-T2 Panasonic Lumix G 14mm F2.5 AS FujiPHF X 60mmF 4. R Macro Fujifilm XF 18-55mm F2.8-4 R OIS No 5 more
Answer with quote Answer to the stream Complain Re: Introduction // First manual focus/manual aperture lens I have a significant arsenal of AI-S Nikon lenses that work just fine either with a simple adapter (field of view 1.5× compared to full frame 35 mm) or Metaxbone Speed. Speed Booster works as a tele-extender in
the opposite direction and reduces the focal length to the equivalent on the APS-C sensor, getting a stop in the aperture. For example, 100mm f/2.8 functions like a 150mm f/2.8 with a simple adapter or a 100mm f/2.0 with a speed accelerator. The only hand-held lens I intentionally chose is the f/3.5 8mm Samyang
fisheye. It projectes the full image of the frame onto the APS-C sensor. The curvature of the fish eye is kept to a minimum if the camera is at a level and can be quite attractive with some items. It does a great job of wide-angle landscapes and can even be used with a panorama sweep to feature my X-Pro1 for really
dramatic results. When processing with Adobe Camera RAW, there is a profile that actually cancels out the distortion of the fish eye, turning the image into a look as it was shot with a rectiline super-wide lens. The lens has such a huge depth of field that there is no problem in focusing it. - hide signature - lnbolch in
transfer list: lnbolch in transfer list Fujifilm FinePix Real 3D W1 Fujifilm FinePix X100 Nikon D700 Fujifilm X-Pro1 Nikon AF-S Nikkor 14-2 4mm f/2.8G ED No 8 more Answer with quote Answer to the stream Complain Re: Introduction // The first manual focus/hand-aperture lens cprevost wrote: I have a 1950s vintage
Russian Jupiter 8 that I really wanted to use. It's just fun. It's not particularly sharp, though rather sharp. It has a very interesting old kind of movie. It makes the colors flat and with a low contrast. I rather like the way he's having. The manual attention on my XT1 is great. Thanks C! This looks like an excellent option for my
personal taste! I am fascinated by old Soviet things and have visited many places in Eastern Europe. I could pick up lenses of this type while traveling, or ask friends to look at local second party sites. Your movie watch description is really appealing to me, and the lens looks good on the X-T1. What kind of adapter do



you use for this X-T1 lens? Actually I have an old Exa camera, out East Germany. A few years ago I brought some Kiev cameras for friends. Answer response with quote Response to Stream Complain Re: Introduction // First manual focus/guide guide Vermont lens: The Samyang 12 is a very simple hand lens to use on
the X body series with peak focus. In fact you almost don't need a focus rush..... Set it to f/8 and almost infinity, and you have a sharp, wide angle, dot n shoot. Cheap can be Helios 44 58mm f/2 with adapter. Made by millions in the last century they are quite sharp and produce and interesting swirling array bokeh. I
bought one that was actually a new sitting in stock for thirty years? for my a6000, and I'm waiting for the Fuji adapter to try it on my X-T2 Thank you! Yes, what I saw 12/2.0 made me decide that I would buy it this summer. Helios looks very good too! When the lens doesn't break the bank is a good bonus, apart from the
optical specifications I know the feeling of finding old new box parts from my classic car days. It is very special to have these finds. Answer answer with quote Response to the Stream Complain Re: Introduction // First manual focus/manual aperture lens lnbolch wrote: I have a significant arsenal of AI-S Nikon lenses that
work just fine either with a simple adapter (field of view 1.5× compared to a full frame of 35 mm) or with Metabones Speed Booster. Speed Booster works as a tele-extender in the opposite direction and reduces the focal length to the equivalent on the APS-C sensor, getting a stop in the aperture. For example, 100mm
f/2.8 functions like a 150mm f/2.8 with a simple adapter or a 100mm f/2.0 with a speed accelerator. The only hand-held lens I intentionally chose is the f/3.5 8mm Samyang fisheye. It projectes the full image of the frame onto the APS-C sensor. The curvature of the fish eye is kept to a minimum if the camera is at a level
and can be quite attractive with some items. It does a great job of wide-angle landscapes and can even be used with a panorama sweep to feature my X-Pro1 for really dramatic results. When processing with Adobe Camera RAW, there is a profile that actually cancels out the distortion of the fish eye, turning the image
into a look as it was shot with a rectiline super-wide lens. The lens has such a huge depth of field that there is no problem in focusing it. Thank you Larry, for all this very detailed information! Re. different adapters, I was not aware of the speed booster! This is definitely something I will dig into later. A very interesting
concept, Fisheyes is an intriguing lens. So far I've shied away from them as I feel like they're pretty specialized (maybe too specialized for me?). On the other hand, a good opportunity to get into new creative challenges, going beyond my comfort zone. Answer response with quote Response to the Complain Re thread:
introduction // First manual focus/manual aperture lens I've never used a hand lens on my X-A1 or X-E1. The first hand lens I used with my X-E2 was my Minolta MD f3.5 that I bought used about 27 years ago. The first hand lens I bought for the X-E2 was the Rokinon 12mm f2.0, but my favorite lens is my Rokinon 21mm
f1.4. - hide the signature signature S.www.flickr.com/photos/153698679@N03billschaffel.500px.cominstagram.com'billschaffelWhen everything else fails, maybe it's time to read the guide. bs1946 in transfer list: bs1946 in transmission list Leica M9 Leica Summarit-M 35mm f/2.5 Leica Summarit-M 50mm f/2.5 Carl Seis C
Biogon TK 2.8/8/235 M Karl Seis C Sonnar T 1.5/50 M 3 more Answer with quote Answer to the stream Complain Re: Introduction // First manual focus / manual aperture lens Sjak wrote: EDIT actually I have an old Exa film-camera here, from (former) East Germany. A few years ago I brought some Kiev cameras for
friends. Just realized that this Exakta has a interchangeable lens too (in this case Meyer Optik 50mm 2.8) For fun, I looked at Ebay for an adapter, and bought it Answer with a quote Answer to the Stream Complain Re: Introduction // The first manual focus/manual diaphragm lens bs1946 wrote: I never used a hand lens
on my X-A1 or X-E1. The first hand lens I used with my X-E2 was my Minolta MD 135mm f3.5 that I bought used about 27 years ago. The first hand lens I bought for the X-E2 was the Rokinon 12mm f2.0, but my favorite lens is my Rokinon 21mm f1.4. Thanks Bill! As a chance would have it, I also took Minolta from Ebay
earlier today: 58mm 1.4, a new focal length for me (and with 1.4 I can also work indoors on my focus skills). (135 seemed too complicated at this stage) I like the results that I have seen on the Internet with adapted Minolta-glass, and I find the lenses to look very good too (another appeal of vintage glass) I have a Fuji-X
23 f1.4, which I absolutely love. So I understand why you like 21 with aperture 1.4. Maybe I will consider this Samyang myself in the future. Fuji 23 1.4 is expensive and not WR; so I'm reluctant to use it in the wild; I use it mainly when meeting family and friends. Answer with quote Answer to the Stream Complain Re:
Introduction // First manual focus/manual aperture lens Sjak wrote: bs1946 wrote: I have never used hand lenses on my X-A1 or X-E1. The first hand lens I used with my X-E2 was my Minolta MD 135mm f3.5 that I bought used about 27 years ago. The first hand lens I bought for the X-E2 was the Rokinon 12mm f2.0, but
my favorite lens is my Rokinon 21mm f1.4. Thanks Bill! As a chance would have it, I also took Minolta from Ebay earlier today: 58mm 1.4 so I could also work indoors on my focus skillls. (135 seemed too complicated at this stage) I like the results that I've seen online with adapted Minolta-glass, and I find lenses look
good too (another appeal of vintage glass) Many people try adapted lenses, but are disappointed when they are not as tack sharp as modern lenses tend to have more CA, and may be prone to flair coatings not as good as they are on new lenses. Each has its own signature look and you can see it in the color of the
performance. I have a Fuji-X 23 f1.4 which I absolutely love. So I understand why you like 21 with aperture 1.4. Maybe I am consider this Samyang itself in the future. Fuji 23 1.4 is expensive and not WR; I use it mainly for meeting family and friends, but I don't want to use it in the wild. I made the mistake of selling my
first Rokinon 21mm to help pay for the 23mm f1.4 and 14mm f2.8 I bought last summer. IMHO 23mm f1.4 is one of Fuji's best primes, but now that I have another Rokinon 21mm, it doesn't see much use. Classic Chrome ooc jpeg shot with Minolta MD 50mm f1.7 Another classic Chrome Ooc jpeg shot with Minolta MD
135mm f3.5 And again, Classic Chrome ooc jpeg shot with Rokinon 21mm f1.4 on f2 - hide signature --Bill S.www.flickr.com/photos/153698679@N03billschaffel.500px.cominstagram.com'billschaffelWhen everything else fails, maybe it's time to read the guide. bs1946 in transfer list: bs1946 in transmission list Leica M9
Leica Summarit-M 35mm f/2.5 Leica Summarit-M 50mm f/2.5 Karl Seis C Biogon TK 2,5, 8/35 SM Karl ze C Sonnar T' 1.5/50 M No 3 more Answer with quote Answer to the stream Complain Re: introduction // First manual focus / manual aperture lens bs1946 wrote: Many people try adapted lenses, but disappointed,
when they're not so tack sharp, how modern lenses tend to be have more CA, and may be prone to flair coating not as good as they are on new lenses. Each brand has its own signature look and you can see it in the color of the performance. Thanks bill for these sample-photos with Minolta's. I really like this look, can't
wait to get my own adapters! Sharpness is not always all, especailly as small flaws are not visible when normally viewed on a computer screen or fine print. Also, cameras/lenses and cars have one thing in common: modern models can be more advanced, efficient, etc., but the classics have their own character, full of
charm, despite the sometimes outdated technology (and wear years) I can't wait for my adapters I made the mistake of selling my first Rokinon 21mm to help pay for the 23mm f1.4 and 14mm f2.8 I bought last summer. IMHO 23mm f1.4 is one of Fuji's best primes, but now that I have another Rokinon 21mm, it doesn't
see much use. This is very valuable information. I love 23 1.4, so if I like 12mm 2.0 there's a great chance I'll end up ordering 21 1.4 too at some later point. Answer response with quote Answer to the stream Complaining Since we had a weekend of bad weather here, I spent some time online and bought a bunch of
lenses and adapters from all over the planet. Partly to discover some new focal lengths, partly because some lenses just look ultra-cool. And partly because I like the photos found on the Internet, taken with some of these lenses; some I haven't researched, but most of them are dirt cheap anyway, the most expensive
12mm, the rest combined cost less, This one lens Thank you to everyone for very helpful and inspiring answers! Answer response with quote Response to The Stream Complain re: Update/Shopping Now that the GAS attack is over; Maybe you need to go out and and photos, because in the end, it's all the point, no
matter how many cameras or lenses you have - hide the caption --Bill S.www.flickr.com/photos/153698679@N03billschaffel.500px.cominstagram.com'billschaffelWhy everything else fails, maybe it's time to read the guide. bs1946 in transfer list: bs1946 in transfer list Leica M9 Leica Summarit-M 35mm f/2.5 Leica
Summarit-M 50mm f/2.5 Karl ze Iss C Biogone TK 2.8/35 M Karl Seis C Sonar T 1.5/50 M still answer to 3 answer with quote Reply to the stream Complain Re: Update/Shopping?? But actually, I did.... Yesterday I bought an MCEX-16 macro extension at a local store. A rather sophisticated (but fun!) piece of equipment
to capture moving insects on the sensor response with a quote Answer to the Stream Complain Re: Introduction // The first manual focus/manual aperture lens I mount the Nikon 50mm f1.2 AIS lens for my low-light stage photography. Normally, it works if it's a very quick gig. I like the manual focus experience with this
lens, so I never considered getting a 56mm f.12, even when there were times I wanted for autofocus. I share your opinion that while Fuji does great glass, the focus-on-the-wire system basically does manual focusing with Fuji X lenses chores. I guess the lenses are electronic instead of mechanical to keep the size and
weight manageable. Answer response with quote Response to the stream Complaining Re: update /shopping Sjak wrote: take pictures?? But actually, I did.... Yesterday I bought an MCEX-16 macro extension at a local store. Pretty sophisticated (but fun!) piece of equipment to capture moving insects on the sensor But
what lens are you going to use it with?? It's too long for your 23/1.4 and 27mm lenses, and the extensions don't cooperate particularly well with zooms like your 18-135. Every time you touch a zoom ring to recomponate, you have to focus. Maybe now is the time to buy an adapted lens? Given that you have a 23-27mm
field well covered, how about a little more lens that complements, a little faster than your zoom, and a good FL for some close focus? I mean an adapted lens in a 50-100mm area..... Cheers, Rod Rod McD gear list: Rod McD gear list Canon PowerShot G1 Olympus Tough TG-4 Fujifilm X-T1 Voigtlander 90mm F3.5 APO-
Lanthar SL II Fujifilm XF 35mm F1.4 R No 14 More Response with quote Response to Stream Complain Re: Update/Shopping, but what lenses are you going to use it with?? It's too long for your 23/1.4 and 27mm lenses, and the extensions don't cooperate particularly well with zooms like your 18-135. Every time you
touch a zoom ring to recomponate, you have to focus. Maybe now is the time to buy an adapted lens? Given that you have a 23-27mm field well covered, how about more lens that complements, a little faster than your zoom, and a good FL for some close focus? I mean an adapted lens in a 50-100mm area..... Cheers,
Rod Hi Rod, Thank you for yours You're absolutely right! In fact, the first MF lens I ordered minolta 58mm 1.4, and with one of the adapters, 50mm 2.0 was included as a bonus. Also ordered a dead cheap ($20 inc. shipping) Albinar 80-200 3.9 zoom (Canon FD mountain), and a Soviet built 135 4.0 (mostly for awesome
looks), and Samyang /Rokinon 12 mm 2.0 (I have some city shots in mind that one) Another lens on my wish is something in the 80-90mm-band with a large aperture, but they are usually quite expensive, so I need to do some research into them. As for the 16mm extension ring: With 23/1.4 it's really almost impossible to
use, since the focus distance is so close that the lens completely hides the theme. At 18-135, it works well on the 135-end, but it is very prone to blur motion when portable. With some practice and patience, I managed some good stills with 27mm. But I wanted to put some thought and effort into getting the picture, so it
was a lot of fun. (and the store doesn't have an 11mm ring in stock, only 16mm) Response with quote Response to the Complain Re thread: introduction // First manual focus/manual aperture lens Thermidor wrote: I mount a Nikon 50mm f1.2 AIS lens for my low light stage photography. Normally, it works if it's a very
quick gig. I like the manual focus experience with this lens, so I never considered getting a 56mm f.12, even when there were times I wanted for autofocus. Thanks for the recommendation! Sounds like a very interesting lens, sometimes I try to take pictures at concerts, but I was always disappointed with the bad results.
Do you have a few picture samples? Answer response with quote Answer to Stream Complain manual aperture lens canon. manual aperture lens nikon. manual aperture lenses. how to use manual aperture lens. nikon manual aperture lens ('d' series). canon ef lens manual aperture control. canon fd lens manual
aperture control. nikon lens manual aperture ring
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